Diagram of a turbo

The turbocharger is a centrifugal air pump driven by the engine exhaust gas. It forces additional
amount of air or air-fuel mixture into the engine. This increases combustion pressure and
engine power. In most automotive engines, atmospheric pressure is the only force that pushes
air into the intake mainfold. These engines are naturally aspirated N. The air they 'breathe' is at
normal atmospheric pressure. The amount of fuel that can be burned in the cylinders is limited
by the amount of air that the atmospheric pressure pushes in. An engine can produce more
power at the same speed rpm if more air-fuel mixture is forced into the cylinders. More air-fuel
mixture means higher presssures during the power strokes and higher power output. Using a
pump to force additional air-fuel mixture into the cylinders is called forced induction. It is one
way to improve volumetric efficiency V. An engine with forced induction may produce 35 to 60
percent more power than a similar naturally aspirated engine. In three short, precise paragraph,
it perfectly serves to introduce the Turbo-Charger in this article. As explained above, an engine
will produce more power if more air-fuel mixture is forced into the combustion chambers. In NA
engines, the maximum possible amount of air that can be fed into the combustion chamber is
the displacement of that cylinder. For a 4-cylinder 1. Flowing c. Engines with variable valve
timing and other racing derived technologies e. But maximum power is derived by igniting an
optimal air-to-fuel mixture. So if we want to get more power, we will need to burn more fuel. And
to burn more fuel, we need more oxygen and that means more air. But there is no way to feed a
lot more than c. However, using a turbocharger, although each cylinder might still be only c.
Thus in forced induction, we can feed in more fuel because we have the necessary amount of
oxygen in the air to sustain optimal power production. This then is the basic operating principle
of the Turbocharger. Turbo-charging is one of the most effective ways to significantly boost up
the power of any engine at all rpms. While a turbo-kit would initially seems to involve
complicated pumbling and fueling work, in actual fact once the design principles are
understood, it becomes clear and straight-forward. In this article, I will attempt to introduce and
explain the basic design principles of the turbo-charger application. While I will never claim to
be an expert in this area, what I hope to acheive is to clarify sufficiently so readers will be able
to understand the important components of the turbo-charger. I will also attempt to look at and
explore, very briefly, several important areas of turbo-charging that are often misunderstood. As
usual, should any reader who are well versed in turbo-charging see any errors in this article,
please feel free to contact me with your correction s. The material presented in this article is
theoretically based on the "Automotive Engines" textbook quoted above. My understanding of
the theories in that textbook has been supplemented by my own observations of several
examples of real-life turbo applications in Honda cars. The most important component of the
turbo-charger package is the turbocharger itself. The photo above is a turbocharger that has
been cut-open to illustrate its construction. The diagram on the right clearly shows the air and
oil flow through the turbocharger. As explained, the turbocharger is basically an air-compressor
- it sucks in air and compresses it before pushing it out into the engine. An important part of the
turbo-charger is therefore the compressor itself, identified by the number '1' in the picture. This
is a specially designed rotary blade that when spun will suck air through the opening in the
middle and delivers compressed air out of the surronding pipe. In operation, the compressor
spins at an extremely high speed, upwards of , rpm. It is driven by the turbine , identified by the
number '2' in the picture. The compressor and the turbine are connected to each other via a
specially lubricated shaft number '3'. When the turbine is turned, it will turn the compressor via
the shaft. The turbine itself is spun by blowing exhaust gas against it via the inlet. Spent
exhaust gas will be exhaled through the center outlet and into the exhaust system. Because the
turbocharger spins at speeds of beyond ,rpm, two extremely critical parts of it are the
lubrication and the cooling. Both of these are normally done by engine oil. When operating,
engine oil is delivered to the shaft at high pressure. This serves to 'float' the shaft in a layer of
lubricating engine oil and allows the turbocharger to spin at high speeds with little or no friction
and wear. Specially designed oil passages also permeate the turbocharger casing and oil flow
through these passages together with that floating the shaft serves to cool the turbocharger.
Ensuring proper delivery of engine oil into the turbocharger is crucial to its operation and
reliability. After extended operation, the turbocharger will glow red hot and we will need to
maintain oil flow through it in order to conduct heat away. The cutaway turbocharger above has
the casing sides painted in yellow and the oil passages can be clearly seen. With this
explanation, the construction of a turbo-charger system can be explained in a clear manner. The
most important part is to properly place the turbine. The turbine is driven by exhaust gas so for
optimum placement, it will be located just after the exhaust ports, where the headers originally
are. This means we need a special manifold to feed exhaust gas from all the cylinders into the
turbine. Then we need to connect the turbine into the exhaust system so the spent exhaust gas
will be discharged. We now basically need only two more pieces of piping. One is to fit the

air-filter to the compressor part of the turbocharger. Any complicated piping here is simply to
allow us to place the filter into an optimum position for air-flow. We then need to connect the
compressor outlet to the throttle body so that compressed air will be fed into the engine. The
image on the left shows conceptually the relative location of the turbo-charger in relation to the
cylinder and its intake and exhaust valves as well as the piping that is needed to connect the
turbo-charger to the cylinder head. The other important connection to the turbocharger is the oil
delivery line, normally a special steel-braided oil hose to tap engine oil from a suitable location.
The oil outlet from the turbine then needs to be connected to the oil pan. A turbocharger system
often includes an intercooler. The Intercooler is a special cooling coil that is mounted in
between the compressor outlet of the turbo-charger and the throttle body. When air is
compressed, it gets heated up. Hot air contains less oxygen per volume than cooler air all other
parameters being equal. The intercooler 'intercepts' the compressed air from the turbo-charger
and cools it before sending it out to the throttle body. However an intercooler has the
disadvantage that it introduces throttle response lag into the system. From light or closed
throttle cruising condition, when the throttle is suddenly floored open, the turbo-charger now
needs to first pressurize the air inside the intercooler before air can be fed into the engine. This
causes a lag between the time when the throttle is floored open to the time the engine responds.
However, the lower air temperature given by the intercooler allows more power to be generated,
as well as allowing more stable engine operation and consistent power delivery. To complete
the turbo-charger system, we will need various ancilliary devices to help regulate and control its
operation. The turbocharger will normally include a waste-gate. There are many types but the
most common would be the actuator waste-gate. This is an air-pressure driven device that
opens a flap located on the turbine part of the housing. When the flap is open, it provides an
alternate, low resistance escape route for the engine exhaust gas into the exhaust system. The
flap is open via a lever that is connected to an air-pressure switch on the compressor. The
amount the flap is open varies directly with air pressures from the compressor. A spring is used
to hold the flap shut against the housing. By adjusting the spring, it is possible to control at
what air pressure the flap will start to open. In operation, this serves as a method to
approximately control the amount of boost the turbocharger will deliver to the engine. The
photo on the right shows the flap that opens the by-pass 'escape route' from the turbine to the
exhaust system. There are other variations of the waste-gate, but all of them are designed to
control the boost to the engine. In the piping from the compressor to the throttle body called the
'pressure pipe', there is also often a blow-off valve. The function of the blow-off valve is to
relieve pressure off the pressure pipe when the throttle body butterfly is closed. When this
happens, the turbocharger is still spinning often at maximum speed and pressure build-up
inside the pipe will push back against the compressor blades. This has the effect of slowing the
turbocharger down and will cause a delay in response should the throttle be open again
immediately. The blow-off valve will relieve the pressure build-up by venting the air out of the
pressure pipe. Most turbocharger systems will vent the pressure back into the air-filter
connecting pipe, others will simply vent the air back out into the atmosphere there are
advantages to doing this. The mechanism of venting these excessive pressure are also varied,
with the most famous and popular being the Sequential Blow-Off Valve invented by HKS. In
stock form, most Honda engines are naturally aspirated. Honda uses a pressure sensor, the
MAP sensor to measure the amount of air flowing into the engine. MAP sensors measures the
air pressure just after the butterfly valve in the throttle body. The higher the pressure or more
accurately, the less the vacumn , then more air will be flowing into the cylinders. In NA form, the
maximum possible air-pressure at the throttle body is therefore normal atmospheric pressure or
air at 1. In turbo-charging, we now have the unusual situation where the MAP sensor will see air
pressure of beyond the 1. In stock form, PGM-Fi sets an error code and goes into back-up
mode. So, to avoid engine damage, PGM-Fi quickly goes into its back-up mode. There are a few
ways to take care of this. To avoid having PGM-Fi go into back-up mode, the traditional method
is to add special check valves into the vacumn hose that connects the MAP sensor to the
throttle body. Later Hondas have their MAP sensors mounted directly to the throttle body so the
MAP sensor will then have to be relocated to a remote location. These check valves prevents air
pressure to the MAP sensor from building up beyond normal atmospheric pressure. The more
popular way nowadays is to modify the electronics such that although the MAP sensor do see
boost anything above normal atmospheric pressure , the actual signal to the ECU itself is
modified so that it will never indicate a boost condition. Taking care of the error-code condition
of the ECU is just one small part of the modification needed. Because PGM-Fi does not have
fuel and ignition map values that cater for boost, we will need to ensure that at boost
conditions, the injectors continue to feed sufficient fuel into the engine. Again, there are several
different ways to do this. This is an electronic device that works when boost is detected by the

MAP sensor. One or more injectors are mounted such that they feed additional fuel into the
engine. The most popular location is along the pressure pipe though some mounts it at the
intake manifold plenum and others at the runners. When boost is detected, the AIC unit injects
fuel into the air stream. Thus the air arriving into the cylinder head is already pre-mixed with a
set amount of fuel so when the original injectors opens, they're effectively adding fuel into the
mixture. By controlling how much fuel is fed by the additional injectors, the required air-fuel
mixture can be quite closely approximated using this method. A method popular in the earlier
days and still popular now is to replace the stock ECU with an aftermarket one. They basically
have fuel and gnition maps that will need to be calibrated not only for the original NA operating
range of MAP sensor values but also for the new boost range of MAP signals. However,
because they replace the original ECU, they will also alter the operating characteristics of the
engine. This innovative device introduces the idea of new fuel and ignition maps that works in
conjunction with the original PGM-Fi maps. Common optional components of the turbo-charger
system are typically various meters. They are used to monitor various operating parameters of
the engine, e. An often indispensible component of the turbo-charger system is the oil-cooler.
When a certain amount of fuel is burned, only a portion of it gets converted into useful work
driving the pistons and generating power. Most of it actually gets converted into heat! Therefore
it is unavoidable that more powerful engines will produce more heat, irregardless of whether it
is NA or turbo-charged. Installing a turbo-charger on a Honda engine will quickly increase its
power by a large amount and consequently the amount of heat it produces. An oil cooler will
quickly and efficiently disperse the heat, keeping the engine running at optimal temperature.
Another critical component of the turbo-charger system is the turbo-timer. This is an electronic
timer that is hooked into the ignition circuit. When the ignition is switched off, the turbo-timer
keeps the engine running for an additional pre-set amount of time, after which the engine is
automatically shut down. As explained earlier, the turbocharger can glow red-hot under heavy
use. By keeping the engine running, the turbo-timer keeps oil flowing through the turbocharger,
ensuring that it is properly cooled down before shutting down the engine. It is now time to
discuss various aspects of turbo-charging. One extremely key aspect is the target application
the system is installed for. I have discussed about the two main approaches to modifying our
cars in my Approaches to Modifying our Hondas editorial. These are what I arbitrarily named
street-use and race-use approaches. Now, this applies to turbo-charging too, in fact even more
so than other approaches. Turbo-charger application for street use are often simple bolt-on
mods. Street-use turbo-kits are designed for moderately big power gains with driveability and
reliability. Driveability involves many factors like good throttle response, all round power
low-end, mid-range, high-rpm , and ease of driving. Reliability assures us the use of the car
every-day without worry about the engine blowing up or having it spend 1 week in the workshop
for every week that it is driven! Turbo-Charging for race-use are in many ways directly in
contrast to that for street use. For race-use, we want maximum possible power. Because racing
allows us to keep engine revs more or less within a limited band, we can frequently tolerate very
bad mid and low rpm power, as long as power within the important rev range is as high as
possible. Good idling is certainly not a consideration at all while race engines typically only
need to last for the duration of a single race - work will be continously done to improve the
engine in between races anyway! In practise, this has direct impact on the set-up of the
turbo-charger system. The most important of this is the operating boost. In a turbo-charged
engine, max power is more or less directly proportional to the boost we run it at. The higher our
boost, the higher the maximum power. But I wrote maximum power for a very good reason. To
sustain high boost, we need a larger turbocharger. The turbocharger must be big enough to
create enough air-flow to sustain the desired boost to the engine, even more so when we have
an intercooler added. When we have a large turbocharger however, we now have to contend
with inertia. Inertia means the resistance of the turbocharger to spool up quickly. One important
characteristic of turbo-charging is turbo-lag. The text-book definition of turbo-lag is the delay
one experiences between flooring the throttle to the time the engine responses. With a big
turbocharger, while we will get huge power gains once the compressor spools up, we get the
power only when the compressor spools up. Therefore one unavoidable characteristic of a high
boost system is turbo-lag. For this reason, a street-use turbo-charger system often use low to
medium boost. For Hondas in basically stock form no big engine works , boost are often within
the 0. Honda engines, especially the super high specification VTEC versions uses very high
compression ratios and this conflicts with higher boost levels. Detonation and engine knocking
will become a big problem when boosts are pushed too high. Running a very high boost set-up
is often talked about as a matter of fact by enthusiasts but the implications are often also
casually ignored. An extremely critical issue related to boost in a turbocharged engines is the
excessive cylinder pressures in very high boost set-ups. When combustion occurs cylinder

pressure is exerted in all directions. This not only pushes the pistons down but also attempts to
push the cylinder head off the block. Very high boost levels generates very high power but also
requires that the engine is strong enough to handle the stresses involved. The stock clutch
system will not be able to handle excessive power increases. But clutches strong enough
requires excessive foot pressure to operate while sports or racing clutch also have a very
'grabby' feel leading to jerky driving. Often overlooked is the transmission's ability to handle the
extra power - the gearbox and even the drive shafts may break under excessive power. Also
important is the rest of the car; brakes, suspension, indeed the whole chassis must be strong
enough to handle the new power. As can be seen, while turbo-charging will give big increases
in engine power, crucially important is that proper work must be done to ensure the engine and
indeed the whole car itself must be able to handle the new power. Equally important too is
whether the power generated can be effectively utilized for the car's intended use, and how
practical it is to use. In this article I tried to explain the basic operating principle and structure of
the turbo-charger system in as simple and clear manner as I can. I also looked at the
approaches to turbo-charging as well as important characteristics of the two main approaches. I
hope readers find this article informative and useful. Again, I have taken all possible means to
ensure this article is accurate. Any error that creeps into this article will be totally unintentional.
We concede that there are a zillion racing rules to prevent power-adders from dominating, and
turbos look kinda complicated. But you'll need to get over it. We realized this after getting
hooked on watching those turbo small-block guys on YouTube beat the hell out of Vipers and
any sportbike jockey willing to risk the road rash. Forget the big cam and loose converter; you
won't need 'em. You don't even have to wonder how to stash a big-block under the hood or
where to cut the blower hole. All you need is a turbo or two to make obscene power, and we're
going to show you how to get one. First: The Compressor Big or small? On the pressure or cold
side of the turbo system is the compressor. As spent air and fuel exits the exhaust port, it spins
the exhaust turbine wheel which spins the turbo shaft that is connected to the compressor
wheel. The size and pitch of the wheel and the shape of the housing determine where the
combination of air flow and boost pressure is most efficient. The trick is to select the
compressor size that delivers that efficiency in a usable rev range. A smaller compressor wheel
will be more efficient lower in the rpm range but will create more heat at higher engine speeds. It
will also restrict the flow at higher rpms. Too large a compressor will cause boost lag and
possible compressor surge in the lower rpm range and be the most efficient at higher engine
speeds. Since the compressor wheel predicts the horsepower needed from the turbine, it is very
important to get the sizes correct. Too small a turbine spools fast but restricts at the top end.
Too large a turbine can't deliver enough power to the compressor at the low end. The pressure
ratio and corrected mass airflow are the two numbers you need to evaluate the compressor on a
map. Select the turbo with a compressor map that puts the two plotted points between 65 and
70 percent efficiency for a street application. To get the pressure ratio, simply add the amount
of boost in psi to standard atmospheric pressure We will use 10 psi because it is nearing the
threshold of safety for a nonintercooled pump gas engine. The pressure ratio for a inch engine
at 6, rpm is 1. Looking at a compressor map, it is possible to make the mistake of simply
multiplying the total engine CFM by the pressure ratio to get the corrected mass airflow and
connecting the dots. The truth is that the corrected mass airflow number is a result of several
complex calculations involving air density, pressure ratio, engine CFM, and even air density at
boost. If you do manage to get through the math, you'll note that the final piece of the puzzle is
the efficiency of the compressor itself determined by a table. The shortcut to all this is what
Turbonetics engineer Dave Austin calls tribal knowledge. Look at what other guys are doing and
see if it works or simply call a reputable turbo company to get some suggestions. Turbonetics,
for example, has a matrix of its popular turbo categorized by engine size and horsepower based
on years of trial and error. The entire grid is too large to print here but you can access the
knowledge with a simple email or call to the tech line. Just be sure to know all the details about
your car and your plans for its use. Second: The Turbine Picking a turbine involves choosing
the wheel that is small enough to respond quickly and large enough to spin the compressor
wheel fast enough to produce the desired boost pressure and minimize backpressure. The rule
of thumb is to pick the smallest wheel diameter that still allows you to meet your horsepower
goals without putting a kink in power. Modern turbos are ultimately tunable with replaceable
and clockable turbine housings, so you can fine-tune the system if you miss the mark. The A is
for area and the R is for radius. This is a simple division of A over R. As A gets smaller, air
speed of the gas increases, as does its effect on the speed of the turbine wheel. If A gets too
small, it will choke and not be able to deliver enough energy to the compressor, and the peak
power will suffer. The backpressure on the engine will also get too high, causing back flow into
the cylinder when the exhaust valve opens. As A gets larger, it will be able to deliver more

energy to the turbine wheel at the expense of speed. According to the matrix, engines between
5. Third: Wastegastes And Bypass Valves As you can probably imagine, since boost pressure is
created by exhaust pressure and a spinning compressor wheel, it is possible to feed the engine
more boost than the fuel's octane rating or even the engine itself can handle. This condition is
called overboost, and it can be controlled by a valve called a wastegate that bypasses exhaust
gases around the turbo and into the exhaust flow. Wastegates are boost-referenced to regulate
the maximum amount of energy delivered to the turbine and therefore the amount of boost
created by the compressor. The type, location, and size of the wastegate are the keys to an
effective system. Most factory turbos have an integral wastegate where the mechanism is built
into the turbo housing and actuated by an arm that connects the compressor to the turbine.
Although it is compact and functional for a low-boost single- or twin-turbo setup, it cannot be
clocked for installation and puts the gate in the least desirable part of the system. External
wastegates are sized according to the amount of power you wish to make and should be located
where it can collect all of the exhaust pulses, such as the end of the header collector or
manifold. Gases should be prevented from turning back on themselves or turning sharply to
exit the turbine. Since the gas will take the path of least resistance, it is possible that at high
rpm the turbine will continue to increase speed if the path to the exhaust is restricted or the
wastegate is too small. The bypass valve is plumbed into the cold side of the system and is
designed to prevent surge and compressor damage. Because the turbine and compressor are
still spinning, pressure stacks up against the throttle blades. This pressure can stall the
compressor wheel or cause a surge as it reverses direction, creating a low-pressure area and
raising and lowering the compressor's speed. The bypass valve simply vents the pressure to
the atmosphere when the throttle is closed. It is also the source of the chirping noise you
sometimes hear when turbo cars lift to shift gears. Fourth: Heat, Detonation, And Intercooling
Early factory turbo cars had no intercooler and therefore no protection from the additional heat
built by the turbo's ability to rapidly compress and heat the incoming air. This, combined with
pump gasoline, introduced detonation, which is still the number one way to destroy your
engine. The solution ranged from terrible static compression ratios as low as 6. It worked great
until you forgot to fill it. Low-compression engines with large turbos made for sluggish, low-rpm
street cars that would suddenly wake up for some snap oversteer and wild, smoky fishtails. Just
ask anyone who owned an early '70s Porsche The idea of an efficient engine with a reasonable
compression ratio that has good low-speed response and uses enough boost to create real
power is possible with an intercooler. The intercooler is simply a heat exchanger that sits
between the compressor and the intake to reduce the heat that was added in the process of
compressing the air. On the surface, intercooling the air charge allows you to run more boost or
run a smaller turbo on an oil-cooled engine. What it is really doing is stabilizing the intake air
charge to prevent detonation and expanding the entire compressor map, which allows you to
make more power with a smaller engine and less violence. We also recommend an MSD with an
adjustable timing curve or a boost references timing control system to avoid rattling the engine.
Fifth: Fuel Systems To make more power, you'll need more fuel. There are three types of
installations : the blow-through and draw-through carbureted and the blow-through fuel-injected
systems. The blow-through system is slightly less arcane and works on the same principles as
any centrifugal supercharger blow-through system. Therefore, blowthrough carbs that are built
specifically for this purpose are already available. If you have a fuel-injected engine and are
running 5 to 6 pounds of boost, you can use an FMU fuel management unit that boosts the fuel
pressure or adds enrichment fuel in some other manner or step up to an aftermarket controller
to remap the fuel curve and run larger injectors. Carbureted cars need a boost-referenced fuel
regulator that increases the fuel pressure along with the boost curve. Sixth: Sourcing A Turbo
Using the math, you can build a complete system on paper. Using the science of compressor
maps and some idea of the size and rpm range of your engine, you can add virtually any turbo
to any engine. Small factory engines yield small turbos with internal wastegates that will need to
be run in pairs on a V They are also generally water-cooled on OE vehicles for longevity. They
are usable but far from optimum. As an example, let's take a Garrett T03 from the '85 to '86
T-bird turbo coupe. Using the map in the Junkyard Turbo sidebar, you can see that with a boost
pressure ratio of 1. To improve the efficiency, you need to increase the boost to the ragged
edge of boost safety. With a larger engine, it will get worse. It's workable; you'll just have to be
careful what you are doing. There is a gap between the equipment of the '80s and the new,
redesigned factory turbos that appeared largely on import cars in the '90s. Simple advances
such as the number of components, bearing design, wheel trims, and materials have all
changed for the better. Let's take the Garrett GT turbos as an example. The number of moving
parts has been reduced from its early T model from an average of 54 components to around
This 45 percent reduction in parts cuts the risk of component failures. The GT also has a ball

bearing cartridge that eliminates the journal bearings that are actually more like bushings and
the famous weak-link thrust bearing. Better bearings mean less oil running through the turbo
and a decreased likelihood of leaks or that a failed bearing will destroy the turbo and
contaminate your engine oil. You also get the advantage of a lighter, well-designed compressor
and turbine wheels that create more power with less lag and heat. Aluminum compressor
wheels can be removed from the steel shaft, so aftermarket companies can offer various trim
options for exact performance specifications and mix and match compressors and turbine
combinations. The result is a responsive system that runs cool and makes power instead of
something you won't be happy with. Junkyard Turbo Junkyard heroes claim you can slap on a
set of Thunderbird turbos and go to town. That may be true, but you will be giving up a lot in
doing so. Aside from the improvements in bearing technology that add longevity and
performance to the turbo, the compressor efficiency maps on newer compressors are much
wider, allowing you to run more boost in a wider rpm range than the OE stuff. You can also get
away with running a single turbo to achieve the same power levels. Turbo Terms Boost: Any
pressure above atmosphere measured in the intake manifold. Boost threshold: The lowest
engine rpm where the turbo can produce usable boost. Compressor map: A grid of numbers
used as a tool to evaluate the efficiency of a turbo in relation to an engine. Compressor surge:
Air that backs up, causing the speed of the turbo to become unstable when the throttle is
suddenly closed. Lag: The delay between the change of throttle position and the production of
usable boost. Surge line: The line that follows the far left of the efficiency island on a
compressor map where the turbo becomes unstable. Close Ad. Douglas Glad writer. Miller SA
Design. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Today, virtually everything from the fuel-sipping
Honda Civic to the beastly Mclaren P1 has a turbo strapped to it. A turbocharger takes exhaust
gases from your engine, uses them to spin a turbine and pressurize air. That pressurized air
boost is then forced back into your engine. The first thing the exhaust gases encounter when
they leave your engine is the waste gate. The wastegate controls how much boost your turbo
creates, by regulating how much exhaust gas reaches it. If the turbo reaches its boost limit, the
wastegate will open, and allow exhaust gas to bypass the turbo completely. How does the
wastegate know how much boost the turbo is creating? Wastegates have a spring inside of
them that dictate how much boost is allowed. To change the amount of boost your turbo is
allowed to create, you can either swap out that spring or splice a boost controller into the
vacuum line. Also, wastegates can either be internal built into the turbo or external bolted to the
exhaust manifold. The wastegate in our diagram is external. Exhaust gases leave your engine
through the exhaust manifold and enter the turbocharger. The turbocharger spins and pulls in
cool intake air. This cool intake air is pressurized, leaves the turbocharger and begins making
its way to the intercooler. After the exhaust gases have been used to spin the turbine, they leave
the turbocharger and make their way to your tail pipe through the downpipe. Pressurized intake
air leaves the turbocharger and makes its way to the intercooler through a series of pipes. In
aftermarket applications, these pipes are usually held together using silicon couplers. You
usually want to make this piping as short as possible. Turbo lag: the time delay between when
you step on the throttle pedal, and the turbocharger provides an increase in intake manifold
pressure. This only happens if the throttle body is open. The throttle body can be thought of like
a door that lets air into the engine. When you put your foot down on the throttle pedal, you yank
on the throttle cable, open the door, and allow air into the engine. When this happens, the
throttle body slams shut, and all that boost needs somewhere to go. It can either be vented into
the atmosphere through an atmospheric blow-off valve like the one in our diagram or be fed
back into your intake tube before the turbo using a re-circulating blow-off valve. How does the
blow-off valve know when to open? Closing throttle body creates a vacuum in the intake
manifold. This vacuum pressure then pulls the blow off valve open. For that reason, they need
to stay cool. Pretty well all turbochargers are oil cooled, while some are both oil and water
cooled. For this reason, aftermarket turbo setups on naturally aspirated cars usually require you
to tap a hole in your oil pan. This is usually done using fittings spliced into coolant hoses.
External Wastegate. Internal Wastegate Source. Turbo Downpipe Source. Turbo Intake Pipe
Source. Intercooler setup Source. Atmospheric Blow-off Valve Source. Re-circulatig Blow-off
Valve Source. Project Car Ownership is an Emotional Rollercoaster. Look, all technical
mumbo-jumbo aside, turbocharging is actually a pretty simple concept. The objective here is to
convert the energy contained in your exhaust stream, which would normally go to waste, into
positive pressure within the intake manifold, forcing air into the engine and thus producing
more power. To put it bluntly, this is Turbochargers A and covers the very tip of the iceberg,
from 1, feet away. At the most basic level, a turbocharger consists of just three major
components: the turbine, the compressor, and the bearing system that supports the turbine
shaft, connecting the turbine and compressor wheels together. The turbine wheel is responsible

for converting heat and pressure into rotational force. To understand how this process occurs,
we would need to delve into some of the basic laws of thermodynamics, but within the scope of
this article, understand that high pressure from the exhaust manifold will always seek low
pressure and, within this process, the turbine wheel converts kinetic energy into rotation. As
the turbine wheel rotates, it spins the turbine shaft, which in turn spins the compressor wheel.
Often overlooked, turbine wheel selection is critical to a properly built turbocharger system, as
having too small of a turbine wheel will induce excessive backpressure and can choke the
engine, making it lose power. On the other hand, selecting too large of a turbine will result in
increased lag and can make it difficult to achieve specific target boost numbers. It is part of the
turbine housing, which is that giant, sometimes rusty looking piece of iron or steel you always
see bolted to an exhaust manifold or merge collector on a turbo car. Because of the tremendous
heat involved in collecting and moving pressurized exhaust gasses, the turbine housing is
constructed from thick iron or steel and always consists of a turbine foot the flange which
connects to the exhaust manifold piping , an outlet connection the large opening that connects
to the downpipe , and a volute, which is the path the hot exhaust travels to get across the
turbine wheel, from the turbine foot to the outlet. When someone calls a turbo a "T4 turbo," they
are talking about this flange. Exhaust enters from the flange, rotates around the wheel inside
the volute, and exits across the outlet connection, into a piece of exhaust that enthusiasts call
the downpipe. Like the turbine, the compressor section is made up of two primary components:
the compressor wheel and the compressor cover. Since it is connected directly to the turbine
wheel via the turbine shaft, the compressor wheel rotates at the same RPM as the turbine wheel
and, as the engine and turbine wheel accelerate, so does the compressor wheel. This process
creates pressure in the intake tract, which we call "boost" and is the reason anyone would
install a turbocharger in the first place. As the wheel spins, it takes ambient air, rotates it 90
degrees along the blade of the wheel, and forces it into the compressor cover, where it is
collected and then forced into the intake tube. Compressor wheels are one of the most
commonly talked about parts of a turbocharger. The compressor wheel and cover are also the
most photogenic parts of a turbocharger since they are made of shiny aluminum, and,
consequently, people enjoy taking pictures of them with dollar bills, Coke cans, or various other
items, to show how large the compressor wheel actually is. Now, all fun aside, it is important to
understand the compressor is the money maker in this system and it is the one part of the
turbocharger that does all of the pumping, so it is important to size it correctly for your
application. The CHRA may not get a lot of ink time, but it is one of the most critical parts of any
turbocharger assembly. Practically, the CHRA serves as the mounting point for both housings
and must be made of substantial material to handle the heat and stress of the turbine. If you
have ever heard of someone "rebuilding a turbo," they are most likely talking about replacing
the bearings, which can start to wear based on a variety of factors including oil condition, axial
loads, or shaft movement. Traditionally, a CHRA will house two bronze full-floater bearings and
a separate bronze thrust bearing. Today, many quality manufacturers offer upgraded bearing
systems, including the Turbonetics ceramic ball-bearing unit, which eliminates the traditional
thrust bearing allowing the turbo to withstand "up to 50 times the thrust load capacity,
compared to a conventional unit. Understanding that a turbocharger works by compressing air,
it is easy to see why an intercooler is important. This is a law of thermodynamics and, no matter
what anyone may argue, is present in any turbocharged engine application, even on "low boost"
settings. Anyway, knowing that heat is present, we need a way to cool the incoming air charge
before allowing it to enter the intake manifold, and for that we commonly use an intercooler. In
reality, an intercooler is nothing more than a heat exchanger, and its job is to remove heat from
the intake charge that we created by compressing it. If you understand how a radiator works,
you understand how an intercooler works--it really is that easy! An air-to-air intercooler is
probably the most common on street cars, and you have probably seen them hanging out
behind the bumper of some of your favorite GMHTP feature cars. Just like a radiator, an
air-to-air intercooler works by passing hot air from the compressor through a series of tubes,
which are physically connected to a series of thin aluminum fins. As ambient air passes over
the intercooler surface and the thin fins as it draws heat away from the compressed air, which
provides a cooling effect. On typical street cars, which drive for extended periods of time, an
air-to-air intercooler is one of the most efficient ways to keep charge temperatures under
control. An air-to-water intercooler, on the other hand, uses similar principals to an air-to-air
unit, although instead of ambient air passing over the surface, it uses chilled water, which
allows for an incredible amount of cooling capacity. However, what an air-to-water system gains
in temperature drop and efficiency, it gives up in time, as the water will eventually heat up and
provide much less cooling. A wastegate is simply a device that bleeds off exhaust gas before it
reaches the inlet of the turbine housing. As exhaust fills the manifolds, it is directed toward the

turbocharger and enters the turbine housing before expanding across the turbine wheel and
exiting through the downpipe. To control boost and overall engine power, turbocharger systems
rely on wastegates, which are mounted before the turbine housing or inside of it in the case of
an internally-gated turbo , and act as a controlled bypass for a percentage of exhaust gas to
regulate turbine speed and, thus, overall boost. Under normal driving conditions, the wastegate
valve remains closed, and all exhaust gas is sent directly to the turbine housing. As boost
pressure rises, pressure acts upon the spring assembly and begins to lift the valve, diverting
exhaust flow away from the turbine and controlling turbine speed to regulate boost pressure. In
order to adjust target boost levels, wastegates rely on different springs, which can be swapped
in order to increase or decrease target boost pressure. A blow-off valve is essentially a pressure
relief valve, which is mounted on the compressor side of a turbo system. Its job, quite literally,
is to blow off excess boost pressure trapped in the system when the throttle blade closes.
Imagine a turbo producing 10 psi, with piping connecting the outlet of the compressor cover
directly to the throttle body. With the throttle blade wide open and the engine under a full load,
the compressed air has a straight path into the intake manifold and can fill the cylinders easily.
As the driver releases lifts the gas pedal and closes the throttle blade, the turbo is still spinning
and producing boost remember, the compressor wheel can spin at upwards of , rpm! The turbo
is moving a lot of air, but since the throttle is closed, the air has nowhere to go, except back
towards the compressor wheel, which can result in compressor surge. Compressor surge can
damage the turbocharger by placing excessive load on the bearing surfaces and, in extreme
cases, can even stall the compressor wheel. A blow-off valve is, in construction, similar to a
wastegate, although normally smaller and built with much less tolerance to high heat, since it is
mounted on the compressor side of the turbo piping. Under normal operating conditions, the
actual valve is closed against the seat and air is trapped in the compressor charge piping.
Piping may be the last thing most enthusiasts consider when building a turbo system, but
proper application and sizing are essential to ensure optimal performance. On a typical
turbocharger system, piping can be broken into three distinct sections: the manifolds, the hot
side, and the cold side. Turbo manifolds live incredibly difficult lives. Extreme temperature
changes, incredible backpressure, and high stress make these one of the most likely areas in a
turbo system to develop issues. Understanding the extremes that a manifold must endure, day
in and day out, it is best to develop a manifold based on longevity and strength, even if it means
giving up a tiny bit of performance. As such, cast-iron manifolds should be considered if
available and as the LSX racers have seen, even stock units like a pair of GM truck manifolds
can produce well over 2, hp in stock form. Any piping related to moving actual exhaust gas,
whether to the turbocharger or away from it, is typically referred to as hot side piping. Because
of the extreme heat involved in transferring exhaust to the turbine housing, it is critical to use a
strong material here, and for many fabricators stainless steel is the material of choice. As far as
diameter is concerned, that really depends on a variety of factors including cubic inches,
turbine wheel design, RPM range, backpressure, etc. Of note, some builders are now going to
smaller pipe, if possible, to increase velocity to the turbine, which should work well, although
the results will vary depending on the specific application. As air exits the turbine wheel, it
enters into a section of exhaust known as the downpipe, and here, the bigger the better. The
"cold side" of a turbo kit refers to any piping related to moving compressed air from the
turbocharger to the throttle body. If you are installing an intercooler, it is also part of the cold
side and will need to be plumbed correctly to make everything work. Piping diameter varies by
turbo, intercooler, and throttle body sizing, although most GM enthusiasts will find 3-inch I. D
aluminum tubing works perfectly. Any area where a semi-permanent connection must be made,
such as connecting a section of 3-inch tube to an intercooler end tank, can be done using high
quality silicone couplers and traditional clamps, which work well for a majority of applications.
For those of you looking to make a large amount of boost, companies like Vibrant Performance
offer double O-ringed quick disconnect clamps, which can handle plus pounds of boost without
blowing off or leaking. A lot. The first is a classic by Corky Bell, titled Maximum Boost and it
covers system design from theory to real world application, without becoming overly tech
heavy or scientific. Turbo has an excellent section on turbocharger anatomy and delves into
topics such as compressor maps and turbocharger rebuilding, for those of you looking to really
expand your working knowledge. Last but not least, we invite you to follow along with us in the
upcoming months, as we team up with some of the best in the industry to fabricate and install a
single turbo system on our newest project car. Treat your classic Corvette to a professional
dyno shop super tune. We upgrade the cooling system in our big-blockâ€”powered Camaro
using a Frostbite aluminum radiator, dual SPAL electric fans, and a Weiand water pump. In part
3 of our junkyard 4. Here are the 14 known, functioning mid-engine Corvette engineering,
concept, and racing cars. Chevrolet Performance offers turnkey engine swap options that get

you back on the road and into horsepower in a weekend. Here are 10 engine bearing clearance
tips to consider before building your next engine. Chevrolet Performance SP crate engine,
nitrous combination dyno test and cam swap at Westech Performance. GM High Tech
Performance. How To. View Full Gallery. Sources Vibrant Performance. View Full Image.
Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. Get a
professional dyno shop super tune Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop
super tune. Junkyard 4. Ten Important Facts About Engine Bearing Clearance Here are 10
engine bearing clearance tips to consider before building your next engine. Tricks to get more
power from your small-block crate engine Chevrolet Performance SP crate engine, nitrous
combination dyno test and cam swap at Westech Performance. Turbochargers are one of the
most complex components of an automobile. Much mystery surrounds the turbocharger. And
that's somewhat surprising; after all, turbochargers are pretty slick pieces of machinery. They
do totally cool things to an engine -- namely, provide more power output for a better overall
driving experience. Turbochargers are a passion of ours here at BuyAutoParts. Our OEM-grade
turbochargers align and integrate perfectly with those cars which already have a
factory-installed turbocharger. To us, there shouldn't be any "unknown areas" with the
turbocharger. And just as ancient navigators created maps to gain knowledge about newly
discovered regions, we decided to dig deep into a turbocharger diagram, with detailed
explanations about each part of a turbocharger. This is the true powerhouse of the
turbocharger. Without the turbine leading the way, the turbocharger would simply be a useless
piece of metal on top of your engine. But what does it actually do? In a nutshell, the turbine
takes the heat and pressure generated by the engine and turns this energy into a spinning,
circular motion. Much like a turbine at power generation plants but much smaller , a
turbocharger turbine uses rotational force to drive a compressor wheel more on that later ,
which is essential for getting more air into the engine. The turbine gets everything literally
spinning in the right direction. As their names suggest, these ports allow oil to flow in and out
of the turbine. As a high-heat, high-pressure component, a turbocharger requires clean oil to
help move and lubricate the turbine shaft and other moving parts. The middle area of the
turbocharger, this part offers protection and support for the rotating compressor wheel and
turbine shafts, respectively. In most turbochargers, the center housing usually holds the oil
inlet and outlet. Given the tremendous pressure and spinning movement within the
turbocharger, there are some parts that are tasked to provide structural support. Similar to the
center housing and turbine housing, the back plate offers added strength and rigidity to the
entire turbocharger. The back plate also provides additional aero surface for the compressor
wheel as well. Once the turbine creates enough pressure and force to spin, the compressor
wheel takes it from there. The compressor wheel is powered by the turbine wheel. But its
principal task in the entire turbocharger process is to move air into the engine. If the turbine is
the 1 most important part of a turbocharger, the compressor wheel is 1A. The other spinning
element in the turbocharger, the turbine, gets its own housing unit. So it makes sense that the
other rotational component, the compressor wheel, would also get
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a place to call home. Taking the whole turbocharging process as a whole, the compressor
housing is the final exit. Its job is to gather the compressed air from the compressor wheel and
funnel it into the engine. The compressor housing usually has a rounded design, much like a
snail or French horn. And there you have it â€” all the major turbocharger components
explained and diagrammed for a better understanding of how a turbocharger works. We carry
an extensive variety of turbochargers for those automobiles with existing turbocharger. Every
turbocharger we sell comes with a 1-year warranty and is a guaranteed exact fit. To speak with a
BAP turbocharger expert, give us a ring at View all posts by: BuyAutoParts. Written by Dara
Greaney. August 7, You could definitely see your skills within the work you write. The sector
hopes for even more passionate writers such as you who are not afraid to say how they believe.
At all times follow your heart. Leave a comment Click here to cancel reply.

